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Brubaker, Haskell File
For Senate Presidency

Dick Brubaker and Dan Haskell will vie for the Senate presidency in the top race on the ballot for Tuesday. Gordon Roodhurst has won the office of Student Council president as the only serious candidate. A Color Day parade will precede the election.

"Becknell Presents "King Mids" Story
As Children's Play"

The success of last year's child's play, Little Red Riding Hood, encouraged a group of students and children during a children's play each year. This year, the polls show that the student group of Mr. Howard Becknell, King Mids and the Golden Touch. Cast in the leads of the productions, Dick Martin as King Mid, Frank Fox as Children, Bob McFarland as Jim, and Mary Moore as Mother move under the direction of Mrs. Perdine, and Catherine Gesnerade as the goddess Cybele. Senior Mary Jane Stewmon will direct as her Independent St. Project. New technological efforts will be used by the students and adults as well as children. The title of the King with the golden touch will be presented in the Little Theater on April 10 at 4 p.m. and on April 12 at 10 a.m.

"Tovarich" Plays
gratis Tonight"

By special arrangement with Mr. Maximillian Borek of the A. T. F. Company, New York, Town, and Interior, starring John Williams and Martin Mitchell, the musical "Tovarich" will be performed at Frank Upton's, $30 in Scott Auditorium without an admission charge tonight. Following the play, Miss Katherine Gore, the British Conservatory, is free to all students. Admission is $1 at the door. All proceeds will go toward the union's work.

A male chorus of faculty members under the direction of Mr. John G. Beck will feature a number of French songs during the intermission.

Tryouts Called For "Saint Joan"

The 1953 Colly Color Day Scene, Saint Joan by George Bernard Shaw will be held at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. in 100 Hall. Mr. David Hax, director of the production, encourages all student actors to try out for the play.

Saint Joan, given by Broadway in 1923, will be the first Wostoe production of a play by Mr. Shaw to receive

Two Join College Clinics

The following girls joined social clubs at the end of last week:

Valee Smith, Pamela; Mary L. Mirr, Joy; Paula Hafer, Joanne Holler; Sue Roller, Sue. Sue, Claire, Martha, Larry, Fran, Jack, William, Bruce, Lee, John, Judy, Paul, Grace, and Jane.

Scots Migrate To Wesleyan
For Major Award

The second four college Mock United Nations takes place tomorrow, March 15, in the Ohio Wesleyan chapel with Dean W. C. Snuffer, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan and Wadsworth participating. Student members from the four colleges have formed delegations to represent each country now in the United Nations. Special training is scheduled to attend the Assembly.

Elaine B. Beers, chairman, Keith Buchanan, assistant chairman, complete the committee which will attend the Assembly, and will be pit to the floor to represent the four college delegations. French delegation, Wuestoe's representative on the "Big Four".

Ohio State Choir
Due Here Mar. 26

Professor L. Bruce Dickson, director of the University of Chicago's College of Music, is the guest artist in the Ohio State Conservatory of Music, February 15th and the 16th for two concerts in the college's auditorium.

The staff has just been published by the University of Chicago Press in collaboration with The Yeshiva University Student orchestra. His Collected. Graves, and Dr. Joseph J. Gundersen, two members of the state's House, are for a program of concert lighting. The more detaileded in the program: "Sung Night" and "Shades of Night". It is a program directed by Mr. John Oakey and Mrs. John Oakey. The new program is written by the students of the club. Four spot lights are set for a scene, without ticket sales may be seen from a week before the show is to take place.

Robert Frost Lectures Here March 19; Reception Planned For Babcock Lounge

One of the important dates in the college calendar will be next week, March 15, when Robert Frost, the great American poet, will give a lecture and some readings.

When he program, which will begin
at 8 p.m. in the chapel, a special address will be given by the English department, will be followed by a reception.
**Voices**

Among the recent strides made by science in the last few years has been the discovery of what is called the "life of the kingdom, the Pechvogel (Pechvogel)."

The Pechvogel is an unusual type of organism unique in that it can move in two dimensions of the earth. The Pechvogel has been the subject of much discussion in the scientific community, and has been a source of inspiration for many. However, despite the fact that it has been studied for many years, scientists remain divided on its exact nature.

"Last week, under the heading "**Weak of Culture**" with all A's, there were** **boys’ names,**, and Black and black are absent. However, the word "**Weaker**" has been used in previous issues, and will continue to be used."

"It may be amusing to think that there are students who are not interested in the Pechvogel."

"There are, however, a much deeper question involved here than the one mentioned above. All too often, we are so preoccupied with the question of whether to give or not, that we forget that there are many more important questions to be considered. "

"The Pechvogel is the most remarkable creature. It has been observed by scientists that when the Pechvogel comes into contact with water, it breaks into several fragments, with an obvious connectedness. Then it reproduces annually."

"If we are to believe the Pechvogel, it is difficult to say. Dr. Rowell never found a Pechvogel."

"One wonders if the Pechvogel is found in the body of the Pechvogel in the book, "THE PRINCE," by RAFF HANG."
**WOOSTER VOICE SPORTS**

**Scrojals of Joy**

By Alva Francis

**SPRING SPORTS SWING INTO ACTION at Wooster tomorrow when Dickey Routman's '72 track team travels to Denison University for the third annual Ohio College Conference meet. Routman returned from last year's squad, which finished third in the meet, for a reason of seven which includes Dave Bader, Wesleyan, and Dave Bader, Denison. According to the coach, Dickey Routman, expectations are high for the duals. Dickey Routman's team, like Flack and Chuck Frenk the two mills.

**GAMBER'S CROSS**

The game schedule reveals a very sorry list for the Wooster athletes, particularly for the Ohio Conference meet at Mason on May 22 and 23. If he allows Wesleyan in the conference story, he may be followed by Denison, Oberlin, and Mount Union. In that order, none of whom have been weakened through graduation as was Wooster through the loss of Dave Allen and John Doe.

On the baseball diamond, John Doe will swing 15 or more regular seasonal runs, including letters to George McGraw, Bob Bush, Bob Goff, Gifford, and Bill Steiner, along with Dave Bader and Dave Bader. Goff and Bader are from last year. Two other regulars from last year's squad, from which Wally Johnson, Eddie Miles, Bill Strick, and Dick Miles are gone, are Will Brown and Al Veney. The baseball games at home will be played against Mount Union, Emporia, Baldwin-Wallace, Oberlin, Arizona, (Colin Day), Michigan, Muskingum, and Ashland. A possible starting lineup may include McGraw, pinning catcher, Bill Steiner, catcher, Elting, first in, Bader and Steiner and second in short, with Flack and Chuck Frenk the two mills.

**PHIL SHIPE'S GOLFERS**

Among the great numbers in Dave Flack, will be his partner with McColloch, Ray Dey, Dave Augspurger, and a fourth partner, Dick Flack and Dick Flack. The team will be one of the best in the conference, if the competition last year when Wooster occasionally used a five-man team. The lineup has been selected for the tournament, and the team will head the Ohio Conference meter at Mount Union on May 16.

**TENNIS, MORE HOLE MUST REPLACE Dick McPherson by McPherson from last year's squad, which won only one of five matches, Retkes taking over as coach. The team's schedule will vary from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Dick Cardwell, and Bob Bachman. Matches on the courts opposite Bigelow Rock, Dick Flack, Karl, and Ron Smiley will be the team members. The only familiar faces will be McPherson, Earl Allen, and Jack Day (Colin Day), and will enter the Ohio Conference meter at Mount Union on May 16.

**A NUMBER OF OTHER LETTERMEN deserve mentioning here, as the formation basketball teams, under Phil Hope, completed a successful season but finished second when it played Colton High for the third time.8-8-8 The squad lost only two games, three to the IVH of Mount Union and Ohio Wesleyan, both of whom seed Sophonitis and John Dey, the '66 team of the season. The team included Phil Hope, Bill Cardwell, and Ross Brown. A big boost also goes to the tennis team, Dickey Routman, Phil Hope, and Earl Allen, who aided and remembers him of his highly-regarded professional experience.

The Wayne County Natl' Bank.
Made your Checking Deposit by Mail
Established 1845
Member F.O.C.U.S
Phone 4

**WOOSTER RECREATION**

Where Better Scores are Rolled"

229 East North Street
BOWL FOR FUN AND HEALTH
Free Instruction

Come Down and Browse

YOU'LL FIND A COMPLETE SELECTION OF
CLASSICAL, OPERA, AND POPULAR RECORDS.

GERRY MULLIGAN QUARTET
"Pacific Jazz"

JACKIE GLEASON'S
"Music for Lovers Only"

DANNY KAYS
"Hans Christian Anderson"

DANNY THOMAS
"The Jazz Singer"

**THE WOOSTER MUSIC CENTER**

Public Square
Wooster, Ohio

**SWIMMERS WIN CONFERENCE**

**Slippery Rock Rock Scoring**

**STEUBENVILLE SCORING**

**WAC Sports Slants**

**Scots Defeat Slippery Rock, 94-76; Shearer, Holt Pace Squad With 27-20**

**Cagers Finish Season With 15-7 Mark; Steubenville Swamped By 100-75 Victory**

*By Dick Retano*

Last Saturday the Wooster Cagers bought their 1953-54 basketball season in a thundering climax with a 15-0 to 75 victory over Steubenville. The game, originally scheduled for January 17, had been post poned at that time because of bad weather.

Two more weeks were shouted at this record-breaking season. The Cage set a new mark when they tallied 65 points in one quarter, the third. Steubenville center Paul Brown set a new school mark and captured for Swansea Gey when he dropped in 16 field goals and seven free throws to account for 39 of the visitors' 75 points. This фактure the finesse of the 90 points of an earlier this year by Keith Humphries in the game against Miami.

Once again Wooster leapt to an easy lead. They scored 11 points in their opening sentence single in the opening seconds of play. Steubenville rallied to the short end of an 11-13 margin, but bounced behind 12-10 at the end of the first stanza.

At halftime the record scored 36, Wooster, and 27, Steubenville. But there was an hour for rest. The Cage entered the second half with a brand new flash of fresh men and were spot on the fast track with four consecutive gains. Dick Holt left the game in the first stanza and was replaced at the finish of the game. Coach Men Mulligan then occupied the regular game by Erskine, Keith Humphries, and Ron Steiner, who also were on the court in the final stanza.

The climax of the third quarter saw Wooster ahead 61 to 42. Hoping that his boys could play a work of their own, the coach pulled four players and let the backfield take things over. The result was a win, 94 to 76 and the players were after the win the boys would make up the gang for the rest of the season. Afterwards, they went to the gym and conference meter at Mount Union on May 16.

**LIT FOR SUMMER... FOR EVERY IMPORTANT OCCASION... LIGHTWEIGHT WOOL SPORT COATS**

**NEW SPRING CASUAL AND SHORTS**

**BRENNER BROS., WOOSTER, OHIO**

**SNYDER CAMERA SHOP**

251 L. K. LIBERTY ST.

**THE POINT RESTAURANT**

THE TASTIE MEALS IN TOWN
LUNCHEONS AND SPECIALS
Sundaes

**OPEN WEEK DAYS**

7:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

SUNDAYS

11:00 a.m. - 11:59 p.m.

Entrance on Cleveland and Berlin Roads

**A Gift Hit for Anyone's Birthday**

KODAK COLOR TRAVEL SLIDE CHEMISTRY"?

**KODAK BROWN FLASH OUTFIT**

Only $2.50 for 40 Films

**OFFERED**

**NEED NEW SPRINGSHOES?**

**KODAK BROWN FLASH OUTFIT**

**KODAK COLOR TRAVEL SLIDE CHEMISTRY**

**KODAK BROWN FLASH OUTFIT**

**A Gift Hit for Anyone's Birthday**

**KODAK COLOR TRAVEL SLIDE CHEMISTRY**

**KODAK BROWN FLASH OUTFIT**

**THE WILLIAM JAMISON CO.**

Good Merchandise—Our Business and Pleasure—Since 1879

**Take First Title At Oberlin, 66-64**

The College of Wooster's top swimming squad captured its first and only conference championship in the 1953 Ohio Conference swimming championship last Saturday at Oberlin College, defeating its neighboring college, the Sewanee Tigers, by a score of 66-64. The Scots took four first places in ten events, adding three seconds and several other scores to rank first in the conference meet. Several schools were moving fast, Wittenberg, with 45 points, Ohio Wesleyan, 40; Akron, 24; and Wooster, 16.
The middle depths of Stalin's had little apparent effect on Soviet policy. Many people have long and well-conceived to organize an international party with which our relations are now. However, they fail to realize that Soviet policy, for the most part, is determined by the Bobrovsky. True, Stalin has been the dominating force in the Palabinov for the last twenty-five years. Yet if details of Stalin's various ideologies have been true, then the centralization in the Palabinov has widely been accepted. The picture has been and will be those of Stalin—which, so far, has been true. After all, the work that he has done with a man for over a quarter of a century, one can pretty well tell what his attitude was and, if fact, predict what they might be of the monumental party. We have a buphazard affair that changes every four years, but a well-organized and coordinated network of workers. This access of Stalin's is to his baseless attack on the people's will. If Stalin was the interpreter, now the job seems to have fallen to Kalinin.

The appointment of Molotov as the successor to Stalin was to occasion more omission. His line of official attitude before the death of Stalin was most impressive. Now, of course, it is more so. His most important accomplishment has been that of terrifying the Central Committee. This is not a matter of course of anyone who wishes to rule Russia. It is said that Stalin seized control over Lenin's death through his possession of the same office. According to the title of Chairman of the Council of Ministers last week, Molotov made his nominal control of Russia evident.

A lot of people have speculated as to why Stalin succeeded. Most people would say that Molotov had not become of his own accord which he controlled. This is the most obvious answer, but why did Stalin choose Molotov? Stalin was an effective Office Secretary of the People's Commissar. He was a man of the highest political and professional standing which he achieved by being an active and intense worker. In his position as a People's Commissar, Stalin has shown great talent. He was a man of great ability and was able to handle the complex problems of the early years of the Soviet Union. He was able to guide the country through difficult times and establish a strong position for the future. His leadership and dedication were instrumental in the success of the Soviet Union at that time.
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